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TORI CROSS RELEASES HER NEW SINGLE ‘Midnight’


<< Listen here >>

Birmingham-born pop/soul singer songwriter Tori Cross releases her third single ‘Midnight' on 
July 12th, 2019. The track is co-produced by Tori and fellow musician/producer Tee Soulful, 

whom has recently toured with Paloma Faith and mixed in Parr Street studios in Liverpool where 
the likes of Rihanna, Justin Bieber and Coldplay have all worked.


‘Midnight’ is a bold attempt at signposting a new direction in pop music. The track holds all the 
necessary elements to do so; soaring vocals, heartfelt melodies and mindful lyrics. Tori’s previous 

two singles both garnered much praise from the media. ‘Midnight’ deserves to be her 
breakthrough track. Tori is part of a new generation of artists that have taken the reigns in 

developing their own careers, without the involvement of a major record or management company 
to back her. Spotify have placed her on their ‘Fresh Pop ’playlist, and she’s already achieved 

many thousands of views on her YouTube channel. Her live performances have included the LIMF 
Festival and the El Dorado Festival and she has performed at the BBC Introducing Fringe Festival. 


  

Tori recently returned from Hannover, Germany, collaborating with other music artists for a unique 

project funded and organised by UNESCO and LIMF Academy. 


Upcoming concerts:

• LIMF Festival - 21st July

• Future Yard Festival - 23rd/24th August

• Felix Shepard Support - Castle and Falcon, Birmingham - 23th November


‘Cross’ velveteen voice rides the waves and troughs of musical climax with a powerful 
grace’ - Sphinx 
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‘Tori Cross… confidently performs a set of heartfelt and personal songs.’ - Planet Slop 

‘Some songwriters know instinctively how to reach into your soul. Tori Cross is one such 
artiste. Her dynamic is limitless, her passion grand, her emotion spiritual, her charm 

inspiring. Artistry such as hers arrives once in a decade.’ - Iain Cameron Williams 
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